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Introduction. Andrunakijevic and Rjabuhin have shown in [l]

that every Kurosh-Amitsur radical for associative rings can be de-

scribed in the language of modules in much the same way as the

Jacobson radical.

An examination of Andrunakijevic and Rjabuhin's arguments

shows that all but one of their results can be obtained by omitting

one of their conditions. Since that, condition is the most difficult one

to verify in practice, this raises the question of whether one can ob-

tain all the results in [l] without it. In this note we show that this

will not be possible in general.

We also give a new and short proof of the main result in [l ].

1. Preliminary definitions and constructions. All rings are assumed

to be associative and when we say that M is an A -module, it is

assumed MA 9^0.

If If is an yl-module then (0: M)jl= {<x£:^4 | Ma = 0] is an ideal of

A. If 2^ is a collection of .4-modules then an ideal, kern 2a, of A is

defined by: kern2A = D{(0: M)a\ME2a} H^a^0; kern2A=^ if
2 a = 0. We say that 2 a is faithful if kern 2 a = 0.

If (3 is a homomorphism of a ring A onto a ring Ae, then (1) each

^49-module Mean be considered as an A -module, (2) each ^-module

such that kern j8CZ(0: M)a becomes an ^-module. We note that

(0:M)x=ri[(0:M)A"].
We recall from radical theory, the upper radical Ugn constructed

from a regular class 3TC, see [2 ] or [3 ].

2. The conditions of Andrunakijevic and Rjabuhin. Suppose that

to each ring A a class 2 a of modules has been assigned and let 2 be

the union of the 2a, taken over all rings A. We consider four condi-

tions which 2 may satisfy.

P.l. For each ideal B oi A, M£2A/B=^9H£2X.

P.2. M£2a and B an ideal of A such that (0: M)A^B=>y(lE'2AiB.
P.3. 2A faithful=>2B^0 for each ideal B^O of A.
P.4. 2Bt±0 ior each ideal P^O of A=$2A is faithful.
We shall say that A is a cr-ring if 2 a = 0, and we let £(2) be the

class of rings A for which 2A contains a faithful module M, that is, a
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module M such that (0: M)A = 0. Of course, for each A in £(2), we

have kern 2 a = 0.

Theorem. 7/2 satisfies P.I, P.2, and P.3, then a is aradical property

and in fact is the upper radical determined by £(2). Moreover, for each

ring A, <r(yl)Ckern 2a, where ff(^4) denotes the a-radical of A.

Proof. It is easy to show that a is a radical property by showing

that A is a ff-ring if and only if A is a Ug(S) ring for the regular class

£(2). If 7 is a <r-ideal of A and 7(£kern ~ZA then for some ME^a

[(0: M)A+l]/iO: M)A is a nonzero ideal of A/iO: M)A- Since

A/iO: M)aE£&) and £(2) is a regular class [(0: M)A+l]/iO: M)A

has a homomorphic image in £(2). Thus I has a homomorphic image

in £(2) which contradicts the fact that I is U£(S)-radical.

Remark. Andrunakijevic and Rjabuhin proved that if 2 satisfies

P.4 as well then <r74) =kern 2a. In the next section we give an exam-

ple of a class 2 which satisfies P.I, P.2, and P.3, but for which

ff(4)^kern2A.

3. A counterexample. Let 3 be a regular class of nonzero rings.

For each F£3 let Mt he a fixed, but arbitrary, faithful P-module. If

A is an arbitrary ring we put 2 a = { Mt\ PG3 and T is a homomorphic

image of A }. Then 2a satisfies P.I, P.2, and P.3.

For the counterexample, let Zp be the trivial ring on the cyclic

group of order p, p a prime. Then the class 3 consisting of Zp alone is

a regular class. Construct 2 as above. Let A be the trivial ring on the

cyclic group of order p2. Then ff(.4) =0, but kern 2a =Zv.

The author wishes to thank Professor T. Anderson for his helpful

advice and criticism of the manuscript.
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